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From the Director of the Office of Education

We are pleased to announce that registration and abstract submission for the DIR Scientific Retreat will be open this week and close March 2nd. While the exact venue is not certain, each of our potential sites is interesting and we are planning the best retreat ever. Watch for an e-mail very soon that will give you all the information you need.

When you are looking for a job, many employers will want to know that you are capable of supervising other people. Mentoring a summer student is a great way to begin to get this supervisory experience. Right now, each PI is getting many requests for summer students, and so please talk to your PI and collaborate on selecting one that will help your research and provide you with valuable mentoring experience.

The Future of the Biomedical Workforce
By Herbert Geller, Ph.D.

Earlier this year, the Advisory Committee to the NIH Director began an effort to assess the future needs for biomedical research personnel. The first step in this process was collecting information on several issues that relate to graduate and postdoctoral training as well as future careers for trainees. A public comment period was established where anyone could go on line to comment on several issues, including of special interest to NIH Fellows and Investigators: The balance between supply, including the number of domestic and foreign trained PhDs and postdocs, and demand, i.e. post-training career opportunities.

- Characteristics of PhD training
- Characteristics of clinician-research training including issues such as:
  - The balance between MDs and MD/PhDs

An email with the abstract submission website will be sent this week.

9th Annual NHLBI DIR Scientific Retreat
March 28-30, 2012
Location: TBD

Keynote Speaker:
-Dr. Nancy Andrews, Duke

Scientific Speakers:
-Dr. Alexandra Newton, UCSD
-Dr. Zena Werb, UCSF

An email with the abstract submission website will be sent this week.
Recent Publications by NHLBI Fellows


FelCom needs an additional representative for NHLBI. Please contact the Office of Education if you are interested in attending their monthly meeting.
THE SCIENCE BEAT  
By Daniel Kraushaar, Ph.D.


Around 50,000 new cases of kidney cancer are diagnosed in the US alone each year. Kidney cancer is an unusual cancer in that it is susceptible to an immune response. In this sense it is not surprising that immunotherapies are considered standard treatment options for patients with advanced metastatic kidney cancer. Despite immunotherapies, only few target antigens that mediate T-cell recognition and initiate kidney tumor regression have been identified in the past. One of them, the human endogenous retrovirus type E (HERV-E), has been the focus of the recent NHLBI study by Cherkasova et al. Endogenous retroviruses represent sequences of the human genome that are remnants of exogenous infections that have been passed on over many generations. Due to negative selection HERVs become silenced or mutated, but in a number of tumors including renal cell carcinomas, HERVs may become reactivated and elicit antitumor immunity.

Analyzing primary renal cell carcinoma (RCC) tumors, the study revealed that HERV-E is specifically detected in the ‘clear cell’ or ccRCC histological kidney tumor subtype and is expressed in the earliest and late stages of carcinogenesis. Gene expression analysis further showed that the tumor suppressor gene ‘von Hippel-Lindau’ (VHL) is inactivated in all ccRCC cell lines in most cases owing to mutations or deletions in one of the three VHL exons. Re-expression of transgenic VHL in VHL-deficient ccRCC cell lines significantly suppressed the expression of HERV-E and suggested that inactivation of VHL is a requirement for proviral HERV-E expression. Bisulfite sequencing of cell lines that do not express HERV-E transcripts including those of other cancer types and normal tissues revealed that the 5’LTR region of HERV-E transcripts was hypermethylated. On the other hand, VHL-deficient ccRCC cell lines that express HERV-E displayed a hypomethylated 5’LTR. Hence, DNA methylation appears to be an important mechanism for keeping HERV-E silent and also suggests that VHL expression is accompanied by changes in chromatin that allow for HERV-E expression. The authors continue their investigation by testing the role of a candidate transcription factor named HIF-2α in the regulation of proviral expression. All VHL-deficient cell lines exhibited elevated expression of HIF-2α showing a negative correlation between it and VHL expression. Knockdown of HIF-2α in ccRCC cell lines reduced the expression of HERV-E, demonstrating a direct functional link between HIF-2α and HERV-E expression, whereby HIF-2α activates HERV-E transcription. Further support for this was gleaned from HIF-2α alpha binding studies using chromatin immunoprecipitation with an antibody against HIF-2. HIF-2 bound to HIF response elements (HREs) within the 5’LTR of HERV-E transcripts. Comparisons between cell lines with varying levels of DNA methylation at binding sites revealed that HIF-2α only bound at hypomethylated 5’LTRs. In consequence, treatment of ccRCC cell lines that contained relatively high levels of DNA methylation at the HERV-E locus, with a demethylating agent or a deacetylase inhibitor resulted in upregulation of HERV-E. Therefore HERV-E expression levels show direct dependence on a permissive chromatin state that allows for binding of transcription factors such as HIF-2α.

In summary, Cherkasova et al. elucidated the mechanisms by which proviral HERV-E expression is regulated during kidney carcinogenesis. As such, inactivation of the tumor suppressor gene VHL, will result in aberrant HERV-E expression. Studies such as this, will improve our understanding of how oncogenic expression of antigens is controlled and will prove useful for kidney cancer therapies that aim at boosting human immunity.
• Career development of clinician-researchers
• Recommendations for changes to the curricula for training clinician-researchers.
• Length of Post-doctoral training.
• Possibilities for professional/staff scientist positions and the level of training required for such positions (e.g. PhD or MSc degrees).
• Issues related to the attractiveness of biomedical research careers (e.g. salary, working conditions, availability of research funding)

A report was issued on January 31st that summarized the feedback on these issues, and also noted that several other issues were raised by the respondents:
• Funding. Uncertainty and lack of funding, distribution of funding, restricted paylines, success rates, and excessive competition
• Multi-disciplinary. Need for multi/inter/trans-disciplinary research training to prepare individuals for a wide range of academic and non-academic career opportunities
• Salary. Inadequate compensation and benefits

Commenters were asked to rank these issues in order of importance. Not unexpectedly, Supply and Demand, the characteristics of Ph.D. Clinical, and Postdoctoral Training, and Biomedical Research Career Appeal were ranked the highest, followed by Diversity. This order of responses was the same overall or when the responders were individuals; interestingly, when the responders were representing institutions, Supply and Demand and Career Appeal were pushed down the list, suggesting that there may be a real dichotomy between current trainees and potential employers as to what the issues are. Issues that are important to our trainees include:

**Supply and Demand** Many of the comments suggested that the system needs to be better balanced, either by reducing the number of graduate slots, reducing the number of trainees per PI, and perhaps increasing the number of permanent positions in science while reducing the number of trainees. Some commenters felt that the influx of foreign trainees was diminishing the opportunities for domestic applicants, but overall it was felt that these scientists ultimately benefit the US economy. Two recommendations were made to address these issues:
• Reduce the number of students and post-doctoral fellows supported, and improve awareness and understanding of the branching career path available to new scientists (supply-side).
• Increase total funding and revise current funding structures to promote wider distribution of funds (demand-side).

While there is no concerted effort to reduce the number of fellows in the DIR, the Office of Education is committed to providing opportunities for our
fellow to explore many different career paths other than bench research.

**Postdoctoral Training**

Comments were made that the salary and benefits for Postdocs were, in general, inadequate. Other comments addressed the issue of the postdoctoral fellow being in a holding pattern, while others felt that it did not make sense to limit the number of years of postdoctoral training when permanent jobs are hard to find. Many commenters felt that more career transition awards would help move fellows to permanent jobs. Finally, there was a general consensus that most postdoctoral fellows do not engage in enough career development activities and that mentoring was not adequate. In response, these recommendations were made:

- Increase the availability and length of transition funding for senior post-doctoral fellows.
- Raise the NRSA post-doctoral stipend and mandate that all NIH-supported post-doctoral fellows (whether directly or indirectly supported) receive this amount.
- Require better documentation and monitoring of training progress and career planning.

The DIR already pays stipends that are higher than the NRSA, and we endeavor to make sure that fellows are adequately rewarded. We also offer our fellows two options for transition awards: the K99/R00 which is open to all postdocs, and the K22, which is only open to NHLBI fellows; we have had a high degree of success with both mechanisms. Finally, the DIR is committed to continued monitoring of postdoctoral progress, and we are exploring new ways to do this, including the requirement that fellows file an individual development plan, an instrument that outlines their goals for the postdoctoral training period and allows for continued self-assessment.

**Clinician Characteristics.** Interestingly, the major issue here was that commenters felt that there is a decline in the number of MD recipients conducting clinical research in academia. Many commenters agreed that this decline is due to the pressures they face to be profitable in clinical practice. This led to one predictable recommendation:

- Provide mechanisms to support protected time for clinician research.

The DIR and NIH are actively addressing this issue through the establishment of the Assistant Clinical Investigator Position as well as through the Clinical Research Scholars.

Finally, the other major issue was **Biomedical Research Career Appeal.** In general, this was considered important, but the proposed solutions are all contained within the other more general issues, such as low salary, long time until independence, and the competition for funding.

I urge you all to read the full report, which is available on the web at: [http://acd.od.nih.gov/BWF_RFI.PDF](http://acd.od.nih.gov/BWF_RFI.PDF)

---

**FARE Award**

NHLBI intramural trainees are invited to submit applications for the annual NIH Fellows Award for Research Excellence (FARE) competition. Winners will receive recognition for their work**, present their work at a scientific meeting and the 2012 NIH Research Festival, and serve as judges for the next FARE competition. Application and abstracts must be submitted online between February 22 and March 22. Winners will be notified in June.

To apply for the award, go to: [https://www.training.nih.gov/felcom/fare](https://www.training.nih.gov/felcom/fare)